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If a word or words is/are in parenthesis () it means they were included in some 

ancient manuscripts and not others.  If there were alternate Greek texts they will 

both be in parenthesis () separated by an English "OR." 
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CHAPTER TWO 
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2:24                                                                            

                                                           .  
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3:6                                                                       

                  .  
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3:17                                                                      

                                                                          

       ;  
3:18                                                                         

           .  
3:19  (                                                          

                                                                         

                             ,  
3:20                                                                         

                       .  
3:21                                                                    

                                                                   ,  
3:22                                                                         

                                             .  
3:23                                                                           

                                                               ).  
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                                  ,                                .  
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                                                                    .  
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4:3                                OR                            )         

    )  (                               OR neither),                           

                             ,                                             

              
4:4                                                                                

                    .  
4:5                                                                         

            .  
4:6                                                                            

                                                                          

                    .  
4:7                                                                        

                                                   .  
4:8                                                       .  
4:9                                                                      

                                                               .  
4:10                                                                       

                                                                         

                      .  
4:11                                                                         

      .  
4:12                                                                     

                                                                            

                                    ).  
4:13                                                                        

                            .  
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4:14                                                                     

                 .  
4:15                                                                         

                                 .  
4:16                                                                           

                                                                          

             ).  
4:17                                                                     

                                                                           .  
4:18                                                                         

                                                                    .  
4:19                                                             

                                                             .  
4:20                                                                       

                                                                         

                      ;  
4:21                                                                           

                 .  
 

CHAPTER FIVE 
 

5:1                                                                              

                                                             .  
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5:3                                                                         

                               ,  
5:4                                                                             

                                              ).  
5:5                                                                               

        ;  
5:6                                                                        

                                                                           

                                                                             

                                           .  
5:7                                                                         

                                  ἕ       
5:8                                                                           

                          ἕ       . 
5:9                                                                       

                                                                            

          .  
5:10                                                                            

                                                                

                                                                        

                        .  
5:11                                                                             

                         .  
5:12                                                                          
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5:13                                                                           

                                                                            

                                                                            .  
5:14                                                                           

                            .  
5:15                                                                       

                                                   .  
5:16                                                                       

                                                                      

                                                      .  
5:17                                                                    

                      .  
5:18                                                                    

                                                                         

                                                   .  
5:19                                                                      .  
5:20                                                                    

                                                                

                                                                         

                                             .  
5:21                                                            ).  
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   Relative Pronoun Nom/Acc Plu Neut 

       Verb 3rd Sing Present Act Subj 

        Noun Acc Plu Fem 

         Verb 2nd Plu Present Act Imp  

       Noun Nom Sing Fem 

       Noun Dat Sing Fem 

        Noun Acc Sing Fem 

          Adjective Voc Plu Masc 

       Verb 1st Sing Present Act Ind 

          Verb 1st Plu Present Subj Ind  

        Participle Present Act Nom Sing Masc 

         Noun Nom Sing Fem 

       Adjective Acc Sing Masc 

       Adjective Nom Sing Masc 

       Adjective Gen Sing Masc/Neut 

         Verb 3rd Sing Present Act Ind 

       Adjective Nom Sing Masc 

         Noun Voc Plu Masc 

         Noun Acc Sing Masc 

         Noun Gen Sing Masc 

          Noun Acc Plu Masc 

         Noun Gen Plu Masc 

        Noun Nom Sing Fem 

         Noun Gen Sing Fem 

    Article Nom Plu Fem 

      Noun Nom Sing Neut 

        Noun Dat Sing Neut 

         Noun Gen Sing Neut 

             Verb 1st Plu Aorist Pass Subj  

          Noun Acc Plu Neut 

         Verb 3rd Sing Future Act Ind 

          Verb 1st Plu Present Mid Subj  

         Verb 1st Plu Present Act Sub 

       Noun Acc Sing Masc 

         Adjective Acc Sing Fem 

         Adjective Nom Sing Fem 

           Verb 1st Plu Perfect Act Ind  

          Verb 2nd Plu Perfect Act Ind  

        Verb 3rd Sing Present Ind Act 

           Noun Nom Sing Fem 

         Noun Nom Sing Fem 

         Noun Dat Sing Fem 

           Noun Acc Sing Fem 

          Noun Gen Sing Fem 
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        Adjective Nom/Acc Sing Neut 

          Adjective Nom/Acc Sing Neut 

          Adjective Nom Sing Masc 

         Adjective Dat Sing Masc/Neut 

        Adverb 

      Conjunction 

          Pronoun Acc Plu Masc 

         Pronoun Gen Plu Masc 

            Verb 3rd Sing Present Act Ind 

            Infinitive Present Act 

             Participle Present Active Acc Sing Masc 

             Participle Present Active Dat Plu Masc 

           Participle Present Act Nom Sing Masc 

        Verb 3rd Sing Aorist Act Subj 

          Verb 2nd Plu Aorist Act Subj  

         Noun Nom Sing Fem 

          Noun Dat Sing Fem 

          Noun Acc Sing Fem 

          Noun Gen Sing Fem 

          Noun Gen Plu 

      Particle of affirmation or assent 

    Particle 

    Conjunction, conditional particle 

              Verb 1st Plu Present Act Ind  

               Noun Nom Sing Masc 

          Noun Gen Plu Masc 

        Noun Nom Sing Fem 

         Noun Acc Sing Fem 

             Noun Nom Plu Masc 

             Noun Nom Sing Masc 

             Noun Gen Sing Masc 

     Preposition - takes genitive object 

              Verb 1st Plu Present Act Ind  

           Verb 3rd Sing Perfect Act Ind 

            Verb 3rd Sing Aorist Act Ind 

     Preposition - takes genitive object 

         Verb 3rd Sing Present Mid Ind 

        Adjective Nom/Acc Plu Neut 

ἄ    Verb 3rd Sing Aorist Act Subj 

            Participle Present Mid Nom Sing Masc 

ἄ     Adverb 

       Noun Gen Sing Fem 

      Demonstrative Pronoun Nom Sing Fem 

       Personal Pronoun 3
rd  

Acc Sing Fem 
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      Personal Pronoun 3
rd  

Nom/Acc Sing Neut 

       Personal Pronoun 3
rd  

Nom Plu Masc 

       Personal Pronoun 3
rd  

Acc Sing Masc 

       Personal Pronoun 3
rd  

Nom Sing Masc 

       Personal Pronoun 3
rd  

Gen Sing Masc/Neut 

        Personal Pronoun 3
rd  

Acc Plu Masc/Neut 

      Personal Pronoun 3
rd  

Dat Sing Masc/Neut 

       Personal Pronoun 3
rd  

Gen Plu 

          Verb 3rd Plu Perfect Pass Ind  

     Verb 3rd Sing Aorist Act Subj 

        Verb 3rd Sing Present Act Ind 

         Adjective Nom Plu Fem 

      Noun Acc Sing Masc 

      Noun Gen Sing Masc 

     Conjunction 

              Participle Perfect Pass Nom/Acc Sing Masc/Neut 

              Participle Perfect Pass Nom Sing Masc 

            Verb 3rd Sing Perfect Pass Ind 

           Verb 3rd Plu Perfect Act Ind  

            Participle Aorist Pass Nom Sing Masc 

            Participle Aorist Act Acc Sing Masc 

          Noun Nom Sing Fem 

    Noun Dat Sing Fem 

          Verb 3rd Sing Present Act Ind 

           Verb 2nd Plu Present Act Ind  

            Verb 1st Plu Present Act Ind  

            Verb 1st Plu Present Act Subj  

          Participle Present Act Nom Sing Masc 

            Verb 1st Plu Future Mid Ind  

        Noun Dat Sing Fem 

          Verb 1st Plu Present Act Ind  

       Verb 1st Sing Present Act Ind 

    Conjunction, Post-positive, Adversative 

    Conjunction, Post-positive, Adversative 

         Verb 3rd Sing Perfect Act Ind 

     Preposition 

          Adjective Nom Sing Masc 

          Adjective Gen Sing Masc/Neut 

          Noun Acc Sing Fem 

          Verb 3rd Sing Present Act Ind 

         Verb 3rd Sing Present Act Subj 

        Adjective Nom/Acc Plu Neut 

          Adjective Acc Sing Masc 

         Adjective Nom Sing Masc 
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             Noun Acc Sing Fem 

            Verb 2nd Plu Present Act Imp  

         Verb 3rd Sing Present Mid Ind 

       Verb 3rd Sing Future Act Ind 

     Conjunction, conditional particle 

       Reflexive Pronoun Acc Plu Neut 

        Reflexive Pronoun Acc Sing Masc 

         Reflexive Pronoun Acc Plu Masc 

        Reflexive Pronoun Dat Sing Masc/Neut 

      Verb 3rd Sing Aorist Act Ind 

          Verb 3rd Sing Aorist Pass Ind 

        Verb 1st Sing Perfect Act Ind 

           Verb 1st Plu Perfect Act Ind  

          Verb 2nd Plu Perfect Act Ind  

         Verb 3rd Sing Perfect Act Ind 

        Verb 1st Sing Aorist Act Ind 

          Verb 3rd Sing Aorist Act Ind 

        Verb 3rd Sing Aorist Act Ind 

            Verb 1st Plu Aorist Mid Ind  

       Verb 3rd Sing Aorist Act Ind 

    Conjunction 

        Verb 2nd Plu Perfect Act Subj  

          Noun Gen Plu Neut 

       Infinitive Present Act 

      Verb 3rd Sing Aorist Act Subj 

         Verb 1st Plu Aorist Act Subj  

     Preposition - accusative object 

      Verb 3rd Plu Present Act Ind 

        Verb 2nd Plu Imperfect Act Ind  

    Preposition 

         Demonstrative Pronoun Gen Sing Fem 

         Demonstrative Pronoun Nom Sing Masc 

         Verb 2nd Plu Aorist Act Ind  

       Participle Aorist Act Nom Sing Masc 

           Participle Perfect Act Acc Sing Masc 

        Noun Acc Sing Fem 

           Preposition with Genitive case or 

Adverb 

    Preposition 

ἕ  ἕ Indefinite Pronoun Nom/Acc Sing Neut 

         Noun Dat Plu Fem 

         Noun Acc Plu Fem 

        Noun Nom Sing Fem 

         Noun Acc Sing Fem 

         Preposition 
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    Preposition 

              Verb 3rd Plu Perfect Act Ind  

         Verb 3rd Plu Aorist Act Ind  

         Verb 1st Plu Aorist Act Ind  

     Preposition 

           Noun Nom Sing Fem 

          Noun Nom Sing Fem 

             Verb 3rd Sing Aorist Mid Ind 

      Noun Nom/Acc Plu Neut 

         Verb 3rd Sing Present Mid Ind 

         Verb 3rd Sing Aorist Act Subj 

       Verb 1st Plu Present Act Ind  

         Verb 1st Plu Future Mid Ind  

      Verb 2nd Plu Present Act Ind  

      Verb 3rd Sing Present Act Ind 

         Verb 3rd Sing Aorist Act Ind 

        Adjective Nom Sing Fem 

          Verb 3rd Sing Aorist Act Ind 

           Verb 3rd Sing Aorist Pass Ind 

      Verb 3rd Sing Present Act Ind 

       Verb 2nd Plu Present Act Ind  

       Verb 2nd Plu Present Act Subj  

        Verb 1st Plu Present Act Ind  

        Verb 1st Plu Present Act Subj  

      Participle Present Act Nom Sing Masc 

            Verb 3rd Plu Aorist Act Ind  

           Verb 1st Plu Perfect Act Ind  

        Verb 3rd Sing Perfect Act Ind 

ἕ    Conjunction/Preposition taking Gen. Obj. 

         Verb 1st Plu Aorist Act Subj  

     Noun Nom Sing Fem 

      Noun Acc Sing Fem 

       Noun Gen Sing Fem 

   Article Nom Sing Fem 

   Verb 3rd Sing Present Act Subj 

   Conjunction 

            Verb 1st Plu Perfect Act Ind  

          Verb 3rd Sing Aorist Act Ind 

     Adverb 

      Verb 3rd Sing Present Act Ind 

          Verb 2nd Plu Aorist Act Ind  

             Verb 1st Plu Perfect Act Ind  

      Personal Pronoun 1
st  

Acc Plu 

       Personal Pronoun 1
st  

Nom Plu 
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       Noun Dat Sing Fem 

         Adjective Nom Sing Fem 

          Adjective Gen Plu 

       Personal Pronoun 1
st  

Dat Plu 

      Personal Pronoun 1
st  

Gen Plu 

    Verb 3rd Sing Imperfect Act Ind 

    Relative Pronoun Acc Sing Fem 

      Verb 3rd Plu Imperfect Act Ind  

            Verb 1st Plu Perfect Act Ind  

      Relative Pronoun Nom Sing Fem 

         Noun Acc Sing Masc 

         Noun Gen Sing Masc 

        Noun Dat Sing Masc 

           Verb 2nd Plu Present Act Imp  

        Infinitive Aorist Act 

        Noun Acc Sing Neut 

      Noun Acc Sing Masc 

      Noun Nom Sing Masc 

      Noun Gen Sing Masc 

     Noun Dat Sing Masc 

       Verb 3rd Sing Present Act Subj 

         Noun Acc Sing Masc 

         Noun Nom Sing Masc 

       Verb 2nd Plu Aorist Act Imp  

     Verb 3rd Sing Aorist Act Subj 

        Noun Gen Sing Masc 

         Noun Acc Sing Masc 

         Noun Nom Sing Masc 

     Conjunction 

         Adjective Nom Plu Masc 

           Verb 3rd Sing Present Act Ind 

          Verb 3rd Sing Aorist Act Subj 

       Conjunction 

     Conjunction 

      Noun Nom Sing Masc 

        Adjective Acc Sing Fem 

        Noun Nom Sing Fem 

         Noun Acc Sing Fem 

         Noun Fem (Gen Sing or Acc Plu) 

      Preposition 

             Verb 3rd Sing Present Act Subj 

             Verb 1st Sing Present Act Ind 

        Verb 3rd Sing Present Act Ind 

        Verb 3rd Sing Aorist Act Subj 
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          Verb 1st Plu Aorist Pass Subj  

          Noun Nom Sing Fem 

           Noun Acc Sing Fem 

         Noun Acc Sing Fem 

        Noun Acc Sing Masc 

        Noun Nom Sing Masc 

        Noun Gen Sing Masc 

       Noun Dat Sing Masc 

         Noun Gen Sing Fem 

         Verb 3rd Plu Present Act Ind 

            Verb 1st Plu Present Act Ind  

      Verb 1st Sing Present Act Ind 

       Participle Present Act Nom Sing Masc 

       Noun Acc Sing Masc 

       Noun Nom Sing Masc 

       Noun Gen Sing Masc 

      Noun Dat Sing Masc 

      Verb 3rd Sing Present Ind Act 

      Verb 3rd Sing Aorist Act Subj 

          Noun Nom Sing Fem 

           Noun Acc Sing Fem 

             Verb 1st Plu Present Act Ind  

           Participle Present Act Nom Sing Neut 

              Participle Present Act Nom Plu Masc 

      Preposition 

        Adjective Nom Sing Masc Comparative 

       Verb 3rd Sing Aorist Act Subj 

             Verb 3rd Sing Perfect Act Ind 

              Verb 3
rd

 Plu Pluperfect Act Ind 

       Verb 3rd Sing Present Act Ind 

        Infinitive Present Act 

         Verb 2nd Plu Future Act Ind  

         Verb 2nd Plu Present Act Ind  

        Verb 3
rd

 Sing Present Act Imp 

         Verb 1st Plu Present Act Ind  

          Participle Present Act Acc Sing Fem 

       Participle Present Act Nom Sing Masc 

      Preposition 

       Preposition 

               Verb 1st Plu Perfect Act Ind  

    Adverb 

      Conjunction, Negative Particle 

        Adjective Nom Sing Masc 

       Verb 3rd Sing Present Act Ind 
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      Verb 3rd Sing Present Act Subj 

       Participle Present Act Nom Sing Masc 

          Adjective Acc Sing Masc 

       Adjective Nom/Acc Sing Neut 

     Personal Pronoun 1
st  

Gen Sing 

           Noun Voc Plu Masc 

            Verb 2nd Plu Perfect Act Ind  

      Noun Nom Sing Fem 

          Participle Aorist Act Nom Sing Fem 

       Participle Present Act Nom Sing Masc 

     Adverb 

   Article Nom Sing Masc 

   Relative Pronoun Nom/Acc Sing Neut 

      Conjunction 

    Article Nom Plu Masc 

         Verb 1st Plu Perfect Act Ind  

        Verb 2nd Plu Perfect Act Ind  

      Adjective Nom Sing Masc 

      Adjective Gen Sing Masc/Neut 

        Adjective Nom Plu Masc 

          Verb 3rd Sing Present Act Ind 

            Verb 1st Plu Present Act Subj  

            Participle Present Act Nom Sing Masc 

    Relative Pronoun Acc Sing Masc 

       Noun Nom/Acc Sing Neut 

         Noun Dat Sing Neut 

    Relative Pronoun Nom Sing Masc 

      Conjunction 

     Conjunction 

    Adverb 

    Relative Pronoun Gen Sing Neut 

      Adverb 

         Adjective Nom Sing Fem 

     Adverb 

     Conjunction 

      Adverb 

       Demonstrative Pronoun Nom Plu Masc 

       Demonstrative Pronoun Nom Sing Masc 

       Adverb 

     Adverb 

           Verb 1st Plu Present Act Ind  

          ὁ Noun Dative Plural Masculine 

           Noun Acc Plu Masc 

          Noun Gen Plu Sing 
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         Verb 1st Plu Future Mid Ind  

        Noun Voc Plu Neut 

         Adjective Acc Sing Fem 

       Adverb 

     Adjective Nom/Acc Sing Neut 

       Adj Acc Sing Masc or Nom/Acc Plu Neut 

        Adjective Nom Plu Masc 

        Adjective Gen Plu 

      Preposition 

           Verb 3
rd

 Sing Present Pass Ind 

            Noun Acc Sing Masc 

          Noun Nom Sing Fem 

          Noun Dat Sing Fem 

           Noun Acc Sing Fem 

     Adjective Nom Sing Masc 

       Adjective Gen Sing Fem 

        Noun Acc Sing Masc 

         Noun Voc Plu Masc 

       Noun Nom Sing Masc 

        Noun Gen Sing Masc 

               Verb 1st Plu Perfect Act Ind  

             Verb 3rd Sing Perfect Act Ind 

             Participle Perfect Pass Nom Sing Fem 

           Verb 3rd Sing Perfect Act Ind 

      Preposition 

           Verb 3rd Sing Present Act Ind 

            Infinitive Present Act 

             Verb 1st Plu Present Act Subj  

           Verb 2nd Plu Present Act Subj  

             Verb 1st Plu Aorist Act Subj  

          Participle Present Act Nom Sing Masc 

        Adjective Nom Sing Masc 

             Participle Present Act Dat Plu Masc 

         Verb 3
rd

 Sing Present Act Imp 

        Noun Gen Sing Fem 

          Verb 1st Plu Present Act Ind  

           Participle Present Act Gen Plu Masc 

        Noun Nom/Acc Sing Neut 

          Noun Dat Sing Neut 

           Noun Gen Sing Neut 

       Verb 3rd Sing Present Act Ind 

          Verb 1st Plu Present Act Ind  

       Participle Present Act Nom Sing Masc 

        Adjective Nom Plu Masc 
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         Adjective Acc Sing Masc 

         Adjective Gen Sing Masc/Neut 

        Adjective Dat Sing Masc/Neut 

         Interrogative/Indefinite Pron Acc Sing Fem 

     Interrogative Adverb 

      Preposition 

        Adverb 

     Adverb 

       Noun Dat Sing Fem 

           Noun Nom Sing Neut 

        Noun Dat Sing Neut 

        Noun Nom Sing Fem 

        Noun Dat Sing Fem 

          Noun Nom/Acc Plu Neut 

        Noun Acc Sing Masc 

    Article Nom/Acc Plu Neut 

     Article Acc Fem Plu 

       Demonstrative Pronoun Nom/Acc Plu Neut 

        Demonstrative Pronoun Acc Sing Fem 

           Verb 3rd Sing Perfect Mid Ind 

       Noun Nom/Acc Plu Neut 

        Noun Voc Plu Neut 

              Participle Perfect Pass Nom Sing Fem 

             Verb 3rd Sing Perfect Pass Ind 

    Article Dat Sing Fem 

     Article Acc Sing Fem 

      Verb 3rd Sing Present Act Subj 

          Verb 1st Plu Present Act Ind  

         Verb 1st Plu Present Act Subj  

       Participle Present Act Nom Sing Masc 

    Indefinite Nom/Acc Sing Neut 

     Article Gen Sing Fem 

          Infinitive Present Act 

       Interrogative/Indefinite Pron Gen Sing Masc/Neut 

     Interrogative/Indefinite Nom Sing Masc 

    Article Nom/Acc Sing Neut 

      Article Dat Plu Masc/Neut 

     Article Acc Sing Masc 

     Article Gen Sing Masc/Neut 

      Article Acc Plu Masc 

       Demonstrative Pronoun Nom/Acc Sing Neut 

        Demonstrative Pronoun Gen Sing Masc/Neut 

       Demonstrative Pronoun Dat Sing Masc/Neut 

       Adjective Nom Plu Masc 
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    Article Dat Sing Masc/Neut 

     Article Gen Plu 

       Noun Dat Sing Neut 

        Noun Gen Sing Neut 

      Noun Nom Sing Neut 

      Noun Acc Sing Masc 

      Noun Nom Sing Masc 

      Noun Gen Sing Masc 

     Noun Dat Sing Masc 

      Personal Pronoun 2
nd  

Acc Plu 

       Personal Pronoun 2
nd  

Nom Plu 

      Personal Pronoun 2
nd  

Dat Plu 

      Personal Pronoun 2
nd  

Gen Plu 

      Preposition, Adverb 

        Adjective Nom/Acc Plu Neut 

          Verb 3rd Sing Aorist Pass Subj 

       Noun Acc Sing Masc 

       Noun Nom Sing Masc 

          Verb 2nd Plu Aorist Act Imp  

     Noun Nom Sing Neut 

      Noun Dat Sing Neut 

     ἡ Noun Nominative Singular Neuter 

       Preposition 

       ἡ Noun Nominative Plural Feminine 

        Noun Acc Sing Fem 

        Noun Nom/Acc Sing Nueut 

         Noun Acc Sing Masc 

         Noun Nom Sing Masc 

         Noun Gen Sing Masc 

               Noun Nom Plu Masc 

           Verb 1
st
 Per Plu Present Mid Ind 

        Noun Nom Sing Neut 

         Noun Acc Sing Masc 

         Noun Nom Sing Masc 

       Noun Acc Sing Fem 

     Noun Nom Sing Fem 

    Particle of  Comparison, Particle of Intensification 
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Alphabet 


Capital Lower 

Case 
Name Pronunciation Example Word Meaning 

  alpha a as in call a-ku-o hear, listen 

  beta b as in book bi-os life, living 

  gamma g as in graphic graf-o write, compose 

  delta d as in deed de-ki-os righteous, innocent 

  epsilon e as in echo e-cho have, hold, keep 

  zeta z as in zoo zo-e life, living thing 

  eta e as in cafe  ay-day now, already, soon 

  theta th as in theology theos God, god 

  iota i as in inch iasoos Jesus (Joshua) 

  kappa k as in kind kai and, even, also 

  lamda l as in logical logos word, statement 

  mu m as in mature 
mar-tur-e-o 

testify, bear witness 

  nu n as in now nun now, the present 

  xsi x as in axe xulon wood, tree 

  omicron o as in optic ὁho-tee because, that 

  pi p as in Papa pa-ter father, ancestor 

  rho r as in rack 
(with a little trill)

ῥrhakos a piece of cloth 

  sigma s as in secrecy skot-os darkness, evil 

  tau t as in tricycle  tree-es three 

  upsilon u as in pudding ὑ hu-dor water 

  phi ph as in 

photograph
  fos light, fire 

  chi ch as in loch (with a 

little grr)
 christ-os anointed, Christ 

  psi ps as in lips  psoo-dos lie, falsehood 

  omega o as in tone ὡ hos as, like 
 

Greek Pronunciation Example Greek Meaning 

 ai in aisle  eternal, everlasting 

 ei in freight  I am, I exist, I live 

 oi in oink  see, know, perceive 

 au in sauerkraut  he 

 ou in group  no, not 

 ui in suite ἱ son, heir, descendant 

 eu in feud  immediately 

 eu in feud  grew, increased 

 before , ,  or  is pronounced as English n 

 ng in angel  message 

ἁ ἑ ἡ ἱ ὁ ὑ ὡRough breathing mark – add an h sound to front of word 

ῳ ῃ ᾳ Does not change sound of vowel but does change meaning of word. 
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Personal Pronouns 
FIRST PERSON 

Case Singular Plural 

Greek English Greek English 

Nom  I ἡ we 

Gen  my, mine ἡ our, ours 

Dat  to me, with me ἡ to us, with us 

Acc  me ἡ us 
 

SECOND PERSON 

Case Singular Plural 

Greek English Greek English 

Nom  you (thou) ὑ you  

Gen  your, yours (thy) ὑ yours 

Dat  to you, to (thee) ὑ to you, with you 

Acc  you (thee) ὑ you 
 

THIRD PERSON MASCULINE 

Case Singular Plural 

Greek English Greek English 

Nom  he  they 

Gen  his  their, theirs 

Dat ῳ to him, with him  to them, with them 

Acc  him  them 
 

THIRD PERSON FEMININE 

Case Singular Plural 

Greek English Greek English 

Nom  she  they 

Gen  her, hers  their, theirs 

Dat ῃ to her, with her  to them, with them 

Acc  her  them 
 

THIRD PERSON NEUTER 

Case Singular Plural 

Greek English Greek English 

Nom  it  they 

Gen  its  their, theirs 

Dat ῳ to it, with it  to them, with them 

Acc  it  them 
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Pronouns - Not Personal 

Case Masc Sing Fem Sing Neut Sing Masc Plu Fem Plu Neut Plu 

Demonstrative Pronoun - this, this one, these, these ones, this thing, these things, this man, etc. 

Nom ὑ ὕ  ὑ ὑ 

Gen ύ ύ ύ ύ ύ ύ
Dat ύῳ ύῃ ύῳ ύ ύ ύ
Acc  ύ  ύ ύ 

Demonstrative Pronoun - that, that one, those, those ones, that thing, that man, etc. 

Nom ἐ ἐί ἐ ἐ ἐ ἐ
Gen ἐί ἐί ἐί ἐί ἐί ἐί
Dat ἐίῳ ἐίῃ ἐίῳ ἐί ἐί ἐί
Acc ἐ ἐί ἐ ἐί ἐί ἐ
Relative Pronoun - who, which, that, of whom, of which, to whom, to which, etc. 

Nom ὅ ἥ ὅ ἵ ἵ ἅ
Gen ὑ ἡ ὑ ὡ ὡ ὡ
Dat ᾡ ᾑ ᾡ ἱ ἱ ἱ
Acc ὅ ἥ ὅ ὕ ἅ ἅ
Interrogative Pronoun - who?  what?  whether?  which? 

Nom ί ί ί ί ί ί
Gen ί ί ί ί ί ί
Dat ί ί ί ί ί ί
Acc ί ί ί ί ί ί
Indefinite Pronoun - a certain one, some one, a person, certain ones, etc 

Nom    έ έ 

Gen ό ό ό   

Dat ί ί ί ί ί ί
Acc ά ά  ά ά ά
Reflexive Pronouns - myself, yourself, himself, herself, itself, ourselves, yourselves, themselves 

 1
st
 Person Singular 2

nd
 Person Singular 

 

Notice that in the plural there is 

no difference in the forms for 

the Reflexive Prounoun 

between 1
st
, 2

nd
, and 3

rd
 person.  

You will need to make that 

determination from the context. 

Masc Fem Masc Fem 

Gen    
Dat ῳ ῃ ῳ ῃ
Acc    

 3
rd

 Person Singular 1
st
, 2

nd
, 3

rd
 Persons Plural 

Masc Fem Neut Masc Fem Neut 

Gen ἑ ἑ ἑ ἑ ἑ ἑ
Dat ἑῳ ἑῃ ἑῳ ἑ ἑ ἑ
Acc ἑ ἑ ἑ ἑ ἑ ἑ
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The Article 
 

 

Number Singular Plural 

Gender Msc Fem Ntr Msc Fem Ntr 

 

Nominative 
ὁ ἡ το οἱ αἱ τα 

 

Genitive 
του της του των των των 

 

Dative 
τῳ τῃ τῳ τοις ταις τοις 

 

Accusative 
τον την το τους τας τα 

 

NOTICE: In the nominative everything is unique. 

     s always gent ve plural w t out regard to gender. 

Look for eta in feminine singular and alpha in feminine plural. 

Look for iota in the dative.  Subscript=singular, not subscript = plural. 

Masculine and Neuter look alike in the genitive and dative. 

Neuter accusative is always the same as neuter nominative. 

 

 

CASE CHART 
 

Functional 

Case 

Greek 

Form 

Description Example 

Vocative Vocative or 

Nominative 

Direct address  Jesus "… cr ed w t  a loud vo ce  Lazarus, come 

forth." -- John 11:43 

Nominative Nominative Subject  "For God so loved the world, that he gave his 

only begotten Son…" -- John 3:16 

Genitive Genitive Possession   "But seek ye first the kingdom of God, and his 

r g teousness…" -- Matthew 6:33 

Ablative Preposition & 

Genitive 

Departure or 

separation 

 "… t e  oly c ty  new Jerusalem, coming down 

from God out of  eaven…"  --- Revelation 21:2 

Dative Dative Indirect object 

of verb 

 "How shall we, that are dead to sin, live any 

longer therein?" -- Romans 6:2 

Locative Preposition & 

Dative 

Location or 

position 

 "… w at  s t e r c es of the glory of this mystery 

among the Gentiles …" -- Colossians 1:27 

Instrumental Preposition & 

Accusative 

Means or 

association 

 "For as many as are led by the Spirit of God, 

they are the sons of God" -- Romans 8:14 

Accusative Accusative Direct object 

of verb 

 "But as many as received him, to them gave he 

power to become the sons of God, even to them 

 that believe on his name:" -- John 1:12 
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The declensions of the adjective  (good) and the article ὁ, ἡ, to (the) and  

the nouns, ὁ, (word), (light), ἡ (fellowship),  

and ἡ, (beginning):
 

ὁ the good word – nominative 

 of the good word – genitive 

ῳῳῳ to/with the good word – dative 

 the good word – accusative 
 

ἱ the good words – nominative 

 of the good words – genitive 

 to/with the good words – dative 

 the good words – accusative 
 

 the good light – nominative 

 of the good light – genitive 

ῳῳ to/with the good light – dative 

 the good light – accusative 
 

 the good lights – nominative 

 of the good lights – genitive 

 to/with the good lights – dative 

 the good lights – accusative 
 

ἡ the good beginning – nominative 

 of the good beginning – genitive 

ῃᾳῃ to/with the good beginning – dative 

 the good beginning – accusative 
 

ἱ the good beginnings – nominative 

 of the good beginnings – genitive 

 to/with the good beginnings – dative 

 the good beginnings – accusative 
 

ἡ the good fellowship – nominative 

 of the good fellowship – genitive 

ῃᾳᾳ to/with the good fellowship – dative 

 the good fellowship – accusative 
 

ἱ the good fellowships – nominative 

 of the good fellowships – genitive 

 to/with the good fellowships – dative 

 the good fellowships – accusative 
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Those Pesky Little Words 
 

 All those pesky little words except personal pronouns, articles, prepositions, and forms of 

 (which have charts of their own) that appear at least 100 times in the New Testament (plus 

the words spelled like them except for different accent marks i.e. ) 
 

ἀά but, however  now, the present, as things stand now 

ἄ others (plur, neut, nominative) ὃἥὃ who, which, what, that 

 other, another, different, more (fem) ὅ as or how - great, much, or far (fem) 

 each other, one another, mutually ὅ as or how - great, much, or far (neut) 

 other, another, different, more (neut) ὅ as or how - great, much, or far (masc) 

 other, another, different, more (masc) ὄ whoever, everyone who, who (masc) 

 conditional particle, contingency (untrans) ὅ at the time that, whenever, when 

 for, so, then, to wit ὅ when, while, as long as 

 but, now, yet, and, rather, then, so ὁ that, so that, because, for 

 it is necessary, one must, one should ὄ whoever, everyone who, who (neut) 

 if, except, unless, when ὑ (ˆ on ups lon  where, in what place 

ἑ herself, of herself ὐ, no, not; never, nothing, none, without 

ἑ himself, of himself, of itself  and not, neither, nor, not even 

ἱ preposition - see chart  no, no one, none, nothing (masc) 

ἱ ( has hat) one, a single, someone, anyone (masc.)  no, no one, none, nothing (fem) 

 there, in that place, to that place  no, no one, none, nothing (neut) 

 look on demonstrative pronoun chart ὑ so, therefore, consequently, then 

ἓ one, a single, someone, anyone (neut.) ὕ in this manner, thus, so, as follows 

ἐ preposition -see chart  every, each, any, all, everyone, 

everything (neut.) 

 until, while, until, as far as  every, each, any, all, everyone, 

everything (masc.) 

ἢ or, either, nor, what, than  every, each, any, all, everyone, 

everything (fem.) 

ἡ the (fem, sing, nominative)  much, many, large, great, often (fem.) 

ἠ  ˆ &  subs.) 3
rd

 p, sing. pres. subj. of   much, many, large, great, often (neut.) 

ἡ (ˆ &  subs.) dative, singular, feminine of ὃ  much, many, large, great, often (masc.) 

ἠ  w t   at ˆ   with  to introduce oath  in any way, by any means 

ἥ whoever, everyone who, who (fem) (ˆ on ) how?, in what way? in what sense? 

ἱ that, in order that, so that  look on demonstrative pronoun chart 

 as, just as, even as, since, so far as έ and, and so, so (weak connection implied) 

 and  too  also  bot  … and  even ίί who?, which?, what?, why? 

 on the one hand, to be sure, indeed ὶὶ someone, anyone, something, anything 

 not  see pronoun chart 

ί one, someone, anyone (fem. nom, sing)  then, thereafter, from that time 

ᾳ one, someone, anyone (fem. dat, sing) ώ as, like, as though, as if 
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Preposition Chart 
 

Greek 

Prepositions 

 

Genitive 
motion away from, 

separation or lack of it 

Dative 
indicates  rest, or 

position 

Accusative 
indicates motion or 

direction 

   among, between, by, up, 

upwards 

with numerals = each 

 in behalf of, for, 

instead of, because, over, 

against 

  







from (away from), of, out 

of, since, for, off 

  

 through, by, by means of, 

with  

 on account of, because of, 

reason, why, because, 

therefore, since 

   in, into (result), among, 

unto, for, toward, against, 

so that 

 from, out of, of, by   

  in, on, among, by, with 

(means) 

 





on, over, at the time of, 

upon, at, by, before, 

(emphasizing contact) 

on the basis of, upon, on, 

at, over, before, 

(emphasizing position) 

against, upon, on , up to, 

to, over, (emphasizing 

motion or direction) 





down from, against  throughout, during, 

according to, in 

accordance with, along 







with, together with, 

among, accompanied by 

 after, afterward, behind 





from beside, by the side of, in 

the presence of, with, 

before 

alongside of, to the side 

of, beside, along, beyond 

 concerning, about, 

regarding 

 around, all around, the 

vicinity of 

 before, prior to   

 for at to, toward, towards, 

beside, against, with, at 

  with, along with  

ὑ for, for the sake of, in 

behalf of, instead of 

 over, above, beyond 

ὑ, ὑ

    ὑ

by (agent)  under 
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Preposition Usage & Translation in the New Testament 
 

Preposition King James Translations 

(Count after the word) 

New American Standard Translations 

(Count before the word) 

 by 3, apiece 2, every man 2,  

each 1, several 1, among 1, 

through 1, between 1, by 1, 

in 1  

2: each, each one  

1: among, apiece, between, within  

 for 15, because +  4,  

misc. 3  

4: because 1: accordingly, cause, in place of, 

instead, instead of  





 

from 393, of 129, out of 48, 

for 10, off 10, by 9, at 9, in 6,  

since +  5, on 5,  

not translated . 16, misc. 31 

Most frequent: from 14: since 8: because of 

4: against 2: ago, away, away from, from among 

1: after, alike, belonged to, for a distance, off, 

once, some, way  

 by 241, through 88, with 16,  

for 58, for ... sake 47,  

therefore +  44,  

for this cause +  14,  

because 52, misc 86  

219: through 74: because of 36: reason  

28: why 27: because 25: sake 17: therefore 

16: for the sake of 13: on account of 6: continually 

5: sakes 3: by means of, cause 2: after, always, by 

way of, consequently, in : view of, that is why 

1: afterward, between, briefly, charge, constantly, 

during, forever, in the presence of, on account, on 

your account, over, since, so, then, though, 

through the agency of, way  

 into 573, to 281, unto 207, 

for 140, in 138, on 58, 

toward 29, against 26, 

misc 322 

Most frequent: in, into 22: toward 18: against 

14: so that 10: among, resulting in 8: never 

6: so as to 5: become 4: forever, until, why 

3: before, beyond, forward, in regard to, : result in 

2: end, ever, in order that, : leading to, leading to, 

resulted, : with a view to, with reference to 

1: bestowed upon, bring, bring about, 

consequently, continually, even, for the benefit of, 

in relation to, in respect to, in respect to, in view, 

in view, leads to, mine, next, onto, over, sake, 

throughout, with respect to 



 

of 366, from 181, out of 162,  

by 55, on 34, with 25, misc 98 

Most frequent: from, out of 18: among 

9: because of 5: based on 4: as a result of 3: some 

of 2: on the basis of 1: after, against, belonged, 

belonging, by means of, by reason of, by way of, 

depends on, depends upon, derived from, on 

account of, say, since, through, under, without  

 in 1902, by 163, with 140,  

among 117, at 113, on 62, 

through 39, misc 264 

Most frequent: in, with 128: among 21: while 

20: when 18: through 15: within 7: child, during 

5: under 4: before, by way of 3: about, because of, 

over, throughout 2: afterwards, here, in case, there, 

where 1: along, amid, besides, between, by means 

of, in a circumstance, in circumstances, outwardly, 

together with, under these circumstances, until 
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Preposition King James Translations New American Standard Translations 





 

on 196, in 120, upon 159, 

unto 41, to 41, misc 339  

Most frequent: on, upon 54: over 41: against 

25: before 7: together 4: about, concerning, on the 

basis of, toward 3: further 2: above, after, among, 

because, because of, : certainly, in the time of, to 

the extent, under 1: around, at the time of, at this 

point, besides, beyond, in charge, in connection 

with, in view of, inasmuch, onto, within  



 

according to 107, after 61, 

against 58, in 36, by 27, 

daily +  15, as 11, 

misc 165 

140: according to 51: against 12: in accordance 

with 11: every 10: daily 7: after, privately 

6: through out 5: about among, down, like, various 

3: along, over 2: another, because of, by way of, 

coast, each, from the standpoint of, in terms of, 

just, off, standpoint, way, within 1: accordingly, 

after another, around, before, beyond, certain, 

conforming, contrary, how, in accord with, more, 

on the basis of, through, with reference to 



 

with 345, after 88, among 5, 

hereafter +  4, 

afterward +  4, against 4, 

not translated 1, misc 32 

Most frequent: with 82: after 12: later 5: among 

4: against 3: accompanied by, afterward 

2: together with, toward, without 1: accompany, 

amid, at the end of, before, behind, follow, now, 

off, together 

 of 51, with 42, from 24, 

by ... side 15, at 12, than 11, 

misc 45 

12: than 6: beside 5: contrary to 4: among, before 

2: above, beyond, in the sight of, rather than, 

reason 1: along by, riverside, sent, side, together 

with, under 

 of 148, for 61, concerning 40, 

about 31, as touching 8, 

touching 3, whereof +  3, 

not translated 4, misc 33 

92: about 48: concerning 12: around 4: regarding 

3: against, on behalf 2: account, in regard to, over 

1: all around, as regards, in behalf of, in 

connection, in connection with, neighborhood, on 

behalf of,, refers to, the vicinity of 

 before 44, above 2, 

above ... ago 1, or ever 1 

33: before 4: ago 2: above, ahead, in front of 

1: just outside, prior to, right at 

 unto 340, to 203, with 43, 

for 25, against 24, among 20, 

at 11, not translated 6, misc 53 

21: against 10: before 9: toward 5: among 4: near, 

pertaining to 2: around, because of, so as 1: about, 

according to, across, beside, in accord with, in 

order to, promote, so that, terms, together, with 

regard to 

 with 123, beside 1, 

accompany +  1 

Most frequent: with 10: along with 

2: accompanied by, accompany, companions 

1: besides, including, together with 

  for 104, of 12, above 12, 

for (one's) sake 8, 

on (one's) behalf 3, more than 

3, in (one's) stead 2, than 2, 

misc. 14 

20: on behalf 9: for the sake of 5: about, more 

than 4: above, beyond 3: concerning, than 

2: in behalf, over 1: exceed, for their sakes, more 

so, with regard to 

  of 116, by 42, under 48, 

with 14, in 1, misc 9 

Most frequent: by 46: under 3: hands 

1: about, power 
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A Very Very Short Verb Grammar 
 

KIND OF VERB -  

 A finite verb may be either transitive, intransitive or linking. 
 

Transitive verb - "The man ate the apple."  The action of the verb describes what the subject 

did to the object.  Action in some sense is transferred from the subject to the object by the 

verb. 
 

Intransitive verb - "The plant grows."  The action of the verb is completed by the subject 

without the necessity for there to be some object to receive the action. 
 

Linking verb - "A lion is just a big cat."  No action takes place.  The subject is simply 

classified or described by the predicate nominative - a noun phrase. (Or with a predicate 

adjective "The horse is black.") 

 
 

VOICE OF THE VERB -  

 Greek has Active and Passive Voice like English but also has a Middle voice. 
 

Active Voice - All of the examples above are active voice.  The subject performs the action.  

"The boy rode the bicycle."  "The bell rang."  "The cattle stampeded." 
 

Passive Voice - The subject receives the action.  "The apple was eaten by the man."  "The 

plant was grown." 
 

Middle Voice - The subject participates in the action.  It is generally, but not always, 

translated as the English Reflexive.  The woman sits herself down.  The cat washes 

herself. 

 
 

MOOD OF THE VERB -  

 The mood is how the speaker feels about what he is saying. i.e. It is true, it might be true, 

he hopes it is true, or he demands that it be true. 
 

Indicative Mood - Statements or questions of fact.  The statement may in reality be true or 

false or be an opinion but it is stated as if it were true.  "I am hungry."  "Jewelry costs too 

much."  "Why are you late?"  "Black is white."  "I am flying by flapping my arms." 
 

Subjunctive Mood - Statements that might be a fact or of intention.  "If I were rich then..."  

"If I had time then …"  "I m g t go "  "W en summer comes … " "I may buy  t " 
 

Optative Mood - Statements of desire.  "I hope so."  "God forbid!"  English grammars do not 

describe this mood but Greek has a special form of the verb just for it.  It appears less 

than 100 times in the New Testament none of which are in First John. 
 

Imperative Mood - Statements of command or request.  "Please come."  "Do not smoke 

here."  
 

Infinitive & Participle - Because the form of the verb distinguishes infinitives and participles 

from the four moods listed and because participles and infinitives retain voice, tense, 

person and number grammars often list the infinitive and participle as a mood of the verb 

but they are not finite verbs because they do not take a subject.  Infinitives and participles 

may be used as nouns or modifiers. 
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TENSE OF THE VERB -  

 The Tense of a Verb tells us how and when the action took place. Greek tenses, in 

addition denoting the time, as English does, also show the aspect of the action with 

regard to duration.  You can communicate aspect with English by using additional words 

to describe it.   
 

 The aspect of punctiliar means that it happened at a specific point in time. 

 The aspect of linear means it happens over a period of time. 

 The aspect of combined means that it happened at a specific point of time and 

continued for a period of time. 

  

The chart below shows how the seven Greek tenses relate to time and aspect.  To fill in the 

blanks Greek does as English does to describe aspect, it uses additional words. 
 

 

Aspect 

Time 

Past Present Future 

Punctiliar Aorist  Future 

Linear Imperfect Present  

Combined Pluperfect Perfect Future Perfect 
 

Perfect tense is often translated as past tense in English because its combined 

aspect implies that the event happened at some point in time in the past 

(punctiliar) and continues (linear) into the present. 

 

NUMBER OF THE VERB -  

 Just as in English finite verbs are singular or plural.  He says, they say, etc.  The subject 

of the verb must agree with it in number.  That means that if the verb is plural the subject must 

also be plural. 

 

PERSON OF THE VERB -  

 A verb has person - 1
st
, 2

nd
, and 3

rd
.  The subject of the verb must agree with it in person.  

That means that since nouns are all third person that 1
st
 and 2

nd
 person verbs can only have 

pronouns for subjects. 

 

Implied Subjects 

 Sometimes in English finite verbs imply the subject as in the short sentence, "Go" which 

implies "You go."  In Greek all finite verbs have an implied subject.  If the sentence does not 

have a explicit subject the implied subject of the verb is used in translation and takes the form of 

a nominative personal pronoun in the person and number of the verb -- "I, you, he, she, it, we, 

you," or, "they" as follows: 

 

If the verb is 1
st
 Person, Singular the implied subject is "I." 

If the verb is 2
nd

 Person, Singular the implied subject is "you." 

If the verb is 3
rd

 Person, Singular the implied subject is "he", "she," or "it." 

 

If the verb is 1
st
 Person, Plural the implied subject is "we." 

If the verb is 2
nd

 Person, Plural the implied subject is "you." 

If the verb is 3
rd

 Person, Plural the implied subject is "they." 
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Abbreviated Conjugation of the Verb  "to be" 
(No apology for the Southernism's) 

 

  infinitive to be 
 

Present Tense, Indicative Mood, Active Voice 

 Singular 

 1
st
 Person I am, I exist, I live, I am present 

 2
nd

 Person (thou art) you are, you exist, you live, you are present 

 3
rd

 Person he/she/it is, he/she/it exists, he/she/it lives, he/she/it is present 
 

 Plural 

 1
st
 Person we are, we exist, we live, we are present 

 2
nd

 Person (ya'll) you are, you exist, you live, you are present 

 3
rd

 Person they are, they exist, they live, they are present 
 

Imperfect Tense, Indicative Mood, Active Voice 

 

1
st
 

2
nd

 

3
rd

 

Singular 

 I was 

 you were (thou wert) 

 he/she/it was 

Plural 

 we were 

 (ya'll) you were 

 they were 
 

Future Tense, Indicative Mood, Active Voice 

 

1
st
 

2
nd

 

3
rd

 

Singular 

 I will be 

ῃ you shall be (thou shalt be) 

 he/she/it shall be 

Plural 

 we will be 

 (ya'll) you shall be 

 they shall be 
 

Present Tense, Subjunctive Mood, Active Voice 

 

1
st
 

2
nd

 

3
rd

 

Singular 

 I might be, if I was 

ῃ you might be (if thou wert) 

ῃ he/she/it might be 

Plural 

 we might be, if we were 

 (ya'll) you might be 

 they might be, if they were 
 

Present Tense, Imperative Mood, Active Voice (Command) 

 

2
nd

 

3
rd

 

Singular 

 (thou wilt) you will 

 he/she/it will 

Plural 

 (ya'll) you will 

 they will 
 

Participle being 

 ----  Singular --- --- Plural --- 

Case Masc Fem Neut Masc Fem Neut 

Nom      

Gen      

Dat  ῃ    

Acc      
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Guidelines for Clause Divisions 

 

Before we can sort the verse syntactically we need to divide it into clauses.  Doing this will 

require a certain amount of tolerance for ambiguity because the rules I am about to tell you are 

not always true.  They are given here in the order from most often true to least often true in terms 

of the number of exceptions.  Rules 1, 3 and 5 are the ones most often applied to make a 

division.  Rule 4 is assumed most of the time.  The exceptions to it are usually only found when 

you begin to sort the clause into the syntax sorting chart and you end up with extra pieces and 

parts or missing pieces and parts. 

 

(1) Each clause will have only one verb phrase.  Sometimes the verb phrase will be made up of 

two (or more) verbs joined by a conjunction.  The verbs in a compound verb will always 

agree in person and number and usually agree in tense, voice and mood.  Sometimes the verb 

phrase will be made up of two verbs joined periphrastically.  A periphrastic verb is some 

form of the verb  (see chart on previous page) followed by another verb.  They will agree 

in person and number but probably will disagree in tense, voice and/or mood.  Usually, a 

clause has just one verb. 
 

(2) If you have two verbs together and they are not periphrastic divide the clauses between them. 
 

(3) A relative pronoun marks the beginning of a clause. 
 

(4) All the phrases that belong to a clause will appear together. 
 

(5) If there is no relative pronoun a conjunction will mark the beginning of a clause. 
 

(6) If you have two conjunctions together, divide the clause before the first one. 
 

(7) If a conjunction is  be careful because it is equally likely to be connecting other 

components as it is clauses.   
 

(8) When you have two conjunctions between the verbs and they are not together the one that is 

not  divides the clauses. 
 

(9) When there is nothing between two verbs but noun phrases you may not be able to divide the 

clauses until you are sorting them into the syntax sorting charts.  However, sometimes you 

can look at the grammar and make a determination.  For instance, if one of the verbs is 

linking and the other one is not, an accusative noun phrase will go with the one that is not 

because linking verbs do not have direct objects. 
 

(10) Interrogative adverbs or comparative particles sometimes mark the beginning of clauses. 
 

(11) When all else fails look for punctuation in the Greek text.  Most clauses are divided by 

commas or semi-colons.  Periods or question marks appear between sentences which of 

course would be the beginning and ending of clause as well.  However, keep in mind that 

punctuation was not in the original.  It is someone's opinion. 

 
If you get this wrong you will find out soon enough when you start to render the clause. 
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Syntax Sorting Tool 
 

Described: 

Conjunction and/or 

Introductory Phrase 

VERB and Modifiers Direct Object and Modifiers or 

Predicate Nominative and Modifiers 

Subject and Modifiers 

Indirect Object and Modifiers or 

Predicate Adjective 
 

Greek does not always use the same word order as English.  In fact it seldom uses 

the same order.  This means that if the Greek is translated into English word for 

word it seldom makes sense.  This tool helps with that problem.  Once a clause has 

been identified in the Greek, the English equivalents can be sorted into this chart 

based on the syntax markers of the Greek words.  A reasonable English translation 

can then usually be read directly from the chart - first column from top to bottom, 

second column, and third column from top to bottom. 
 

Abbreviated: 
C/IP VERB DO or PN 

Subj 

IO or PA 
 

On page 43 are some charts suitable for photocopying for use in translation.  

Below are examples of how the chart will look based on the nature of the verb. 
 

How it is used with a transitive verb: 
C/IP (maybe Vocative) VERB DO Noun in Accusative Case 

Subj Nominative (might 

be implied by the verb) IO  Noun in Dative Case (maybe) 
 

How it is used with an intransitive verb: 
C/IP (maybe Vocative) VERB  

Subj Nominative (might 

be implied by the verb) IO Noun in Dative Case (maybe) 
 

How it is used with a linking verb that has a predicate nominative: 
C/IP (maybe Vocative) VERB PN Noun in Nominative Case 

Subj Nominative (might 

be implied by the verb)  
 

How it is used with a linking verb that has a predicate adjective: 
C/IP (maybe Vocative) VERB  

Subj Nominative case 

noun (might be implied by 

the verb) 
PA Nominative Case Adjective or 

Prepositional Phrase 
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C/IP 

 

 

 

 

 

 

VERB DO or PN 

Subj 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

IO or PA 

 

C/IP 

 

 

 

 

 

 

VERB DO or PN 

Subj 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

IO or PA 

 

C/IP 

 

 

 

 

 

 

VERB DO or PN 

Subj 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

IO or PA 

 

C/IP 

 

 

 

 

 

 

VERB DO or PN 

Subj 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

IO or PA 

This sheet may be copied freely by students of Greek for non-commercial and non-profit purposes. 
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love, show love, prove love, long for, desire, have affection for 

 

love, affection, goodwill, charity, benevolence, beloved, loved one, concern 

 

beloved, dear one, esteemed one, dear one, favorite, dearest 

 

message, announcement, proclamation, news, report, command 

 

saintly, holy, sacred, consecrated, morally pure, sanctified, upright, set apart 

 

purify, cleanse 

 

pure, chaste, holy, innocent, sacred, free from defilement, without sin 

 

brother, fellow believer, member of the same family, tribe, trade or nation 

 

unrighteousness, wrongdoing, evil, sin, injustice, iniquity, doing wrong 

 

blood, (idiom for death or murder) 

 

take up, take away, take , lift up, carry, raise, pick up, get, remove,  

(idiom for raise anchor) 

 

be ashamed, to dishonor, put to shame, feel ashamed, shrink in shame 

 

ask, request, beg, crave, desire, require, demand 

 

request, demand 

 

forever, age, eternity, long period of time, continued duration, a world order 

 

eternal, everlasting, forever, unending, for all time. without a beginning or end 

 

hear, listen, comprehend, understand 

 

pride, arrogance, braggadocios talk, empty boasting 

 

truth, reality, (with  or  truly, to be sure) (dative - with right motives) 

 

true, truthful, honest, real, genuine, truly 

 

true, veracious, sincere, real, dependable, trustworthy 

 

truly, indeed, certainly, most certainly, actually, surely 

 

but, nevertheless, however, rather, on the other hand, on the contrary, yet 

 

one another, each other, themselves, yourselves, ( - mutual) 

 

sin, trespass, offend (literally to fail to play one's assigned part; miss one's destiny; 

or miss the target being aimed at) 

 

sin, error, mistake, excluded, wrong, violation of God's law, missing the mark 
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On front of sentence - verily, truly or indeed.  On end of sentence - amen   From the 

Hebrew word, amen, meaning truly, derived from word for firm 

 

indicates contingency, a thing could or could not occur or be true, usually not translated but 

has impact on how the sentence as a whole is rendered in English 

 

declare, tell, report, bring back news, announce, disclose, proclaim, inform 

 

man, human being , person, one, person, human (in vocative - friend, sir, man)   

plural - men, people, mankind, humanity, persons, others, fellows    

( - according to human standards) 

 

murderer 

 

lawlessness, iniquity, unrighteousness, transgression, wickedness, sinfulness 

 

antichrist, something instead of Christ, one opposed to Christ 

 

tell, inform, proclaim, report, announce, declare 

 

preposition of separation or origin - from, away from, of, out of, since, for , off, 

since, because of, off, by, at, in, on  
 

send, send away, send out, dismiss 

 

touch, cling, handle, kindle, light (touch with a lit match), ignite 

 

pleasing, agreeable, fitting, appropriate 

 

deny, abnegate, abjure, reject, refuse, disown 

 

now, just now, this moment, at the present time, ( - from now on) 

 

beginning, commencement, first, elementary, ruler, principality, authority 

 

he, she, it, they, his, hers, their, theirs, to him, to her, to it, to them, with him, with her, 

with it, with them, him, her, them 

 

forgive, allow, permit, leave, forsake, cancel, remit, tolerate, neglect, dismiss 

 

throw, cast, put, thrust, toss, offer, give, sow, bring, invest, banish, swing, sweep 

 

burdensome, grievous, serious, heavy, hard, difficult, weighty, fierce 

 

life, living, everyday life, sustenance of life, things that make life possible, livelihood, 

property, possessions 

 

for, since, then, indeed, certainly, actually, though ( - what, why) 

 

to bring forth, beget, bear, give birth, conceive, produce, deliver, lead to, cause,  

to become a parent 

 

birth, beginning, genealogy, lineage (also spelled ) 
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earth (meaning the planet, a place to stand or dirt), ground, land, country, world, soil, region 

 

happen, take place, be, come to pass, be made, be done, come,  become, arise, have, 

be fulfilled, be married to, be preferred, born, be formed 

 

know, perceive, recognize, understand, comprehend, is aware, learn, discern 

 

tongue, utterance, language 

 

write, compose, record, send a letter, inscribe, sign (write signature) 

 

but, to the contrary, rather, and, now, then, so, even, however, on the other hand, or, yet, 

though, nevertheless, moreover ( - but also, but even) 

 

with Genitive - through, by means of, with, during, throughout, among   with Accusative - 

for, because of, on account of, for the sake of, since, by (rarely)    

( -- therefore, for this reason), ( with infinitive because),  

( why?) 

 

devil (from Greek word for slander) (translate "malicious gossip", "slanderer", or 

"false accuser" if used for a human being) 

 

mind, understanding, imagination, disposition, thought, intention, purpose, attitude 

 

teach, instruct, train 

 

give, supply, furnish, bestow, allow, deliver, grant, put, permit, place, appoint, 

establish, give out, distribute, pay, produce, yield, cause, entrust, bring, inflict 

 

righteous, innocent, faultless, guiltless, just, proper, fair, honest 

 

righteousness, uprightness, right with God 

 

try, test, prove, examine, approve, discern, discover, demonstrate 

 

can, is able, has power to, is capable of 

 

if, though, even if (with  - whoever, whatever, whichever) (with  - unless)  

Sometimes to make sensible - when, everyone, etc. 
 

Reflexive pronoun - myself, himself, etc. (See pronouns chart) 

 

I, my, mine, to me, with me, me, we, our, ours, to us, with us, us 

 

if, whether, though, if only, surely, since 

 

idol, heathen god, image, likeness, false god 

 

be, am, are, is, was, were, exist, happen, take place, live, be located in, remain   The 

connecting verb - usually takes a predicate nominative or predicate adjective.  Also 

used periphrastically with other verbs to form other tenses just as it is in English. 

( or  - that means, that is to say)   ( - belong to, be one of) 

(sometimes  - it is not possible) 
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ἕone, one and the same, a certain one, each one, every one 

 

into, to, in, among, unto, for, toward, against, so that, near, concerning, as, with infinitive 

denotes purpose or result 

 

takes Genitive object - from, out of, of, among, because of, based on, as a result of,  

out from, away from, by, by means of, by reason of, because, for, on, at 

 

that, those, the same, that one, those things (sometimes used as a personal pronoun) 

 

hope, expectation (A feeling of anticipation, usually with pleasure, but in some contexts 

might be translated fear.  Also can mean the object hoped for or expected.) 

 

preposition - before, in front of 

 adverb - ahead, forward 

 

with dative object - in, with, on, at, near, by, before, among, within, into, to    

with infinitive - during, while, as, ( - because) 

 

command, commandment, requirement, injunction, rule, instruction, order 

 

before, present, in sight, in front of, among, in the judgement of 

 

go out, come, depart, go, go forth, come out, come forth, proceed, escape 

 

Adverb - outside, without, out, away, forth, outward  ( outsider, foreign, stranger) 

Preposition - outside of, out of  
 

promise, announcement, summons, consent, decision, something promised 

 

promise, profess, claim, declare intention 

 

with genitive - on, over, at the time of, upon, at, by (contact)  

with dative - upon, on, on the basis of, at, over, before (position)   

with accusative - against, upon, on, up to, to over (motion or direction) 

 

lust, passion, covetousness, concupiscence, desire, passionate longing 

 

business, work, deed, action, behavior, employment 

 

come, go, appear, follow, fall, turn (almost always it is translated come) 

 

ask, beseech, pray, beg, desire, entreat, request 

 

last, end of time, last place in line, furthermost away, lowest in value 

 

have, hold, possess, keep, receive, get, regard, consider, think, can, be able, be, 

experience, obtain, maintain, own 

with infinitive - be married to, wear, be situated    

( - for the time being) 

 

Conjunction - until, till, (with present indicative - while)    

Preposition - to, until, as far as, ( - until now, so far, still) 
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live, be alive, come to life 

 

life, alive, animate, living thing 

 

or, than, else, rather, ( ...  - either or) (with negatives - nor)  

( - before) ( - but rather) 

 

now, already, this time, this moment, soon, ( - now at last) 

 

come, be present 

 

day, time, legal day, ( - daily), ( - in three days),    

( - some days later), ( - human court) 

 

our, ours (They appear to have taken the Personal Pronoun, 1
st
 Person plural, 

Genitive, and declined it so that it would agree in case, number and gender with the 

noun it modifies) 

 

death, (fatal when used as adjective), (- leading to death) 

 

marvel, wonder, be amazed, be astonished, admire  

( - flatter people) 

 

look, see, notice, observe, visit, watch, look upon 

 

will, pleasure, desire i.e. what one wants or desires to have happen 

 

God, god 

 

see, watch, look on, observe, perceive, notice, experience, consider, behold 

 

Jesus, Joshua (from the Hebrew for savior) 

 

propitiation, appeasement, means by which sins are forgiven 

 

that, in order that, so that (sometimes with subjunctive - must)  

(sometimes with negative particle - lest, albeit not, that ... not) 

 

strong, mighty, powerful, violent, forcibly uttered, firm, sure 

 

cleanse, make pure, make clean, purify, consecrate, purge 

 

as, even as, just as, according as, in as much as, in so far as, since, because 

 

and, also, too, even, both, then, as well, indeed, yet, so, likewise    

( …  - bot  … and  not only … but also) ( …  –  f … t en   f … l kew se  

 

Cain, Adam and Eve's son 

 

new, fresh, recent, unused, unworn, novel, unprecedented, new kind,  the latest 

 

call, invite, name, summon, bid, address 

 

heart, inner self, mind, will, desire, intention, interior, middle 
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with accusative - according to, in accordance with, throughout, during, along, about  

with genitive - after, against, down from, down 

 

condemn, blame, reprehend, make determination against 

 

lie, be laid, be appointed, appoint, set, stay in place, exist, be destined, be 

 

shut, close, lock 

 

fellowship, close mutual relationship, sharing in partnership, association, 

community, communion, joint participation 

 

correction, punishment, penalty, torment, chastisement 

 

world, mankind, entire collection, universe, adornment, world system, planet 

 

judgement, damnation, accusation, condemnation, court, justice, sentence 

 

talk, say, speak, utter, proclaim, address, preach 

 

take, receive, procure, admit, catch, collect, seize, grip, get, obtain, overtake, grab 

 

say, speak, tell, call, affirm, direct, advise, claim, state, name, maintain, assert, declare, 

mean, intend, think (to oneself), command, order, answer, ask 

 

something said, word, saying, message, thought, teaching, doctrine, talk, conversation, 

question, account, settlement of an account, value, reason, grounds, charge, matter, 

thing being discussed, idea, book   ( - reasonably, patiently), 

( - preaching) 

 

loose, untie, release, set free, break, set aside, destroy, pull down, break up, allow, put an 

end to, annul, take off, remove, unbind, set at liberty 

 

bear witness, testify, be a witness, attest, affirm, confirm, speak well of, approve 

 

testimony, witness, reputation, record, report, evidence 

 

noun: no one, none, nothing; adjective: no; ( adverb: not at all, in no way) 

 

comparative form of  - greater, greatest, elder, more, most 

 

abide, remain, stay, dwell, continue, tarry, endure, last, await, wait 

 

with Genitive - with, together with, among, accompanied by, by, against    

with Accusative - after, afterward, behind, later  

with infinitive - after 

 

depart, withdraw, move, pass, go, leave, cross over 

 

not, (used in questions when a negative answer is expected, used with  for emphasis) 

(with  - lest, albeit not, that ... not) 

 

neither, but not, and not, not even ( ...  - neither ... nor) 
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hate, detest, despise, disregard, be indifferent to 

 

only begotten, only child, adopted heir, unique child, unique, one of a kind 

 

only, alone, merely, simply 

 

young man, youth 

 

conquer, overcome, prevail, to have victory, win the court case, have triumph, 

overpower 

 

victory 

 

now, present, this time, just now, in this case 

 

the - sometimes translated as a personal or demonstrative pronoun    

with infinitive - in order that, so that, that, with participle - the one, he 

 

consequently, therefore, hence, wherefore, whereupon, whereby 

 

see, know, perceive, recognize, notice, inspect, examine, behold, look 

 

whole, all, complete, entire, altogether, full, one piece, completely, throughout 

 

like, as, similar, resembling, having the same nature, alike 

 

confess, acknowledge, profess, declare openly, admit 

 

name, surname, title, person, authority, power, status, category, reputation 

 

see, observe, notice, perceive, understand, recognize, experience, give attention to 

 

who, which, what, that, this, another, whatever, whoever, whichever, whose    

( or  - whoever), ( …  - one … another) 

 

whoever, whichever, anyone, someone, who, which, whosoever 

 

when, as often as, whenever, after, while (almost always translated when) 

 

ὁthat, because, for, since, for since, the fact that,     

(opens discourse - saying), ( - that, introducing subjective opinion) 

 

no, not; never, nothing, none, without, in questions expecting a yes answer 

 

neither, nor, not, not at all, not even, not either 

 

no one, nothing, no, none, not any, worth nothing, not one 

 

therefore, then, thus, so, accordingly, and, now, wherefore, but, however 

 

not yet ( - no one ever before) 

 

heaven, sky, atmosphere, celestial sphere  

(also used to avoid saying God's sacred name) 
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this, these, this one, these things, this man, these women, etc.  (with  = afterwards, 

with = i.e. that is or which means)  In some contexts personal pronouns or 

words like such, who, very, etc may be substituted to avoid awkwardness in English. 

 

so, thus, even so, likewise, in this way, in the same way, like this 

 

owe, ought, bound (by duty), to be obligated, indebted, or responsible 

 

eye, sight, mind's eye 

 

little child, young child, infant, toddler 

 

old, ancient, used, worn, no longer new, former, not recent 

 

again, further, once more 

 

with genitive - from, of, by, with    

with dative - beside, by the side of, in the presence of, with ,before, at, together with,  

 in the judgement of, near, for    

with accusative - alongside of, to the side of, beside, by, along, beyond, contrary to, 

 rather than 

 

pass, pass by, go past 

 

comforter, advocate, intercessor, assistant, helper 

 

presence, advent, coming, arrival 

 

boldness, confidence, openness, assurance 

 

(1) everyone, everything, everybody, some of all types, any, all things    

(2) with article - entire, whole, all     

(3) without article - each, every, every kind of, all, full, absolute, greatest     

( with participle - everyone who), ( - always, continually, forever), 

( - in everything, in every respect) 

 

father, forefather, ancestor, (sometimes an honorary title)   (metaphor for founder of 

something - i.e. father of our country) 

 

persuade, convince, influence, appease, incite, instigate, conciliate 

 

with Genitive - concerning, about, regarding, of, for, on behalf of, because of    

with Accusative - around, all around, the vicinity of, near, among, against   

( - sometimes "sin offering"), ( - how I stand)   

( - workmen of the same trade) 

 

walk, behave, go, go about, walk around, conduct oneself, live, prowl 

 

believe, trust, entrust, have confidence, have faith ( - 

one man's faith allows him to eat anything) 

 

faith, trust, belief, confidence, conviction 
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faithful, trustworthy, reliable, believing, sure 

 

deceive, lead astray, mislead, stray away, go astray, misguide, mislead, err, seduce, 

wander 

 

error, deceit, deception, deceitful, delusion, lie, perversion, distortion 

 

fulfill, make full, make come true, bring about, complete, accomplish, fill up 

 

Spirit, spirit, self, disposition, being, power, wind, breath, ghost 

 

make, do, cause, bring about, form, accomplish, perform, provide, create, produce, 

yield, bear, put forth, give, prepare, keep, celebrate, claim, impersonate, show, work, 

be active, live, practice, act, spend, stay, exercise, wage, execute, give, appoint, 

consider, count, treat    Turns other words into verbs, e.g.: ( - pray, 

literally "do prayer")   ( - please, satisfy, literally "do worthy, do 

worthwhile"),   ( - redeem, set free, literally "do redemption, do 

liberation") 

 

much, many, great, plentiful (sometimes appears with an understood noun i.e. "many 

came," meaning "many people came") (when used as an adverb - often, frequently) 

 

bad, evil, diseased, troubled, annoying, difficult, troublesome, mutilated, wicked, 

worthless, malignant, twisted, crippled, sinful, guilty, painful, rotten 

 

what kind, what sort, how great, how wonderful, what manner 

 

where? 

 

with Gen - for, to the advantage of, in order to    

with Dat - at, with, against, near, by, among, around    

with Acc - to, toward, towards, with regard to, pertaining to 

 

foremost, first (in place, time or importance), chief, prominent, earliest 

 

ever, at any time, ever yet 

 

how? (sometimes translated what or why to avoid awkwardness) 

 

flesh, physical body, living creature, bodily condition, man, mankind, human nature, 

earthly descent, human standards 

 

stumbling stone, obstacle (literally - the triggering mechanism of a trap) 

 

darkness, dark, (    - speak in private) 

 

darkness, blackness, sin, evil 

 

seed, offspring, children, descendants, posterity 

 

entrails, bowels, (Greeks considered the bowels the seat of emotion so - heart) 

 

you, your, yours, to you, with you (also thee, thou, thine in KJV) 
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slaughter, put to death, murder 

 

savior, deliverer, preserver, redeemer 

 

little child  (diminutive of . A term of kindly address.  In I John it always 

appears in the Vocative Plural - little children) 

 

child, off spring, descendant, posterity  

(can translate son or daughter if gender is known) 

 

perfect, finished, complete, mature, whole, full grown 

 

finish, complete, accomplish, bring to a conclusion, perfect, fulfill, mature 

 

keep, hold, guard, attend, preserve, reserve, watch over, maintain, remain firm 

 

keep, hold, guard, attend, preserve, reserve, watch over, maintain, remain firm 

 

put, place, lay, set, appoint, lay down, assign, set down, lay aside, put down, arrange 

 

indefinite pronoun - someone, something, some, any, anyone, anything,  

 a certain one, a certain thing    

interrogative pronoun - what?, who?, why?, whom?, which?, what sort of? 

 

three 

 

to blind, to make blind 

 

water 

 

son, descendant, offspring, heir, disciple, follower (almost always means son) 

 

go, go away, depart 

 

preposition with Genitive - for, in behalf of, for the sake of, instead of, about,  

 concerning, with regard to   

preposition with Accusative - over, above, beyond    

as Adverb - more, more than, exceedingly 

 

appear, shine, be seen, become evident, flash, become visible, give light 

 

manifest, visible, obvious, evident, known, well known, light, plain, clear, outward 

 

make manifest, make known, reveal, appear, show, make evident, declare, make 

clear, display, disclose, make plain, make visible 

 

fear, be afraid, terrify, frighten, respect 

 

fear, dread, terror, sense of awe 

 

guard, keep under guard, keep, keep safe, protect, defend 

 

light or something that emits light - star, fire, lamp, torch, etc 

 

joy, gladness, delight, happiness (or the cause of joy, gladness ... ) 
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for the sake of, because of 

 

hand, power, might, grasp, reach, authority, activity, finger 

 
 

necessity, need, lack, duty, task, business 

 

anointing, unction, (an appointment to some special duty or office, it implies 

responsibility, accountability, means, and authority to carry out duties of office) 

 

Christ (Greek for anointed one, messiah is Hebrew for anointed one - the idea is that 

the anointed one has been especially prepared for some special office or duty - 

governor, king, priest etc. - when "the Christ" was used by Jewish people in the 1
st
 

century they meant the one they expected to come and re-establish the kingdom of 

Israel on earth - i.e. anointed to take King David's throne.) 

 

lie, falsehood, untruth, imitation, that which is unreal 

 

lie, deceive, speak deliberate falsehoods, be false, live a lie 

 

false prophet 

 

 lie, say what is not true 


liar, one who breaks faith, one who does not keep his word 

 

touch, feel, handle, grope 

 

soul, life, mind, heart, self, inner life, inmost being, living creature, person, human being 

 

hour, time period, season, while, moment 

 

as, like, when, how, about, just as, though (Also used to intensify an adverb or adjective 

e.g.  very quickly or as soon as possible) 
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Flash Cards 
 

I recommend that each time the student encounters a new Greek letter or vocabulary word that he 

uses an index card to make a memory flash card to help him practice remembering the letter or 

word.  The two decks of cards will gradually grow to be 24 letter cards and about 100 vocabulary 

cards.  These should be reviewed before and after each lesson. 
 

Instructions for letters: 
 Front Back 

 

 

Put the letter on the front.  Use a 

separate card for the lower case 

and upper case forms. 

 

 

 

  

Put the name of the letter and 

description of its pronunciation. 

Also, put a number that represents 

its place in the alphabet so the 

cards can be  used to practice 

putting the letters in order. 

 

Example for letters: 
 Front Back 

 

 
 

 

  

 

2 

lower case beta 

"b" as in book 
 

 

 
 

 

Instructions for Greek vocabulary words: 
 Front Back 

 

Put the Greek lexical form on the 

front. 

 

  

Put the first two or three words 

from its range of sense on the back 

 

Example for words: 
 Front Back 

 
 

ὁ 
 

 

 

  

 

 

that, because 
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 Introduction to Koiné Greek is a 

unique new approach to learning the 

Greek originally used to write the New 

Testament.  The course takes the student 

very quickly into translating the Bible.  

Most of the concepts used in translation 

are then learned by example while the 

student is also gaining new insights into 

God's beautiful words. 

 

 This course contains everything you 

will need to translate the entire First 

Epistle of John into English.  It includes 

a copy of the Greek text and all the 

reference materials necessary to render it 

into sensible English.  Although 

designed to be used for home schooled 

High School students it may be used 

equally well as a self-study guide for 

adults or in a classroom. 


